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		Discover Daxxify — Our Newest Injectable

			
		
		[image: ]		Injectables have become a mainstay in the aesthetic industry, and the same can be said here at Seiler Skin. Over the course of my career, I’ve treated thousands of patients and trained fellow practitioners around the world using my advanced understanding of injectables, facial anatomy and how the two work hand-in-hand. While my approach to injectables may not change, sometimes the tools I use do. I aim to bring the latest, greatest and most importantly proven to work products to the practice — and that’s why I’m excited to introduce Daxxify as our newest injectable treatment!

Daxxify — sometimes referred to as “Daxxy” or “Daxi” for short — is an FDA-approved injectable treatment used for fine lines and wrinkles caused by repeated muscle movement. Daxxify comes from Revance, the same brand behind the RHA line of fillers that have transformed our practice in recent years. Similar to Botox, it targets areas in the face and neck that are prone to “dynamic lines” over time. By lessening the intensity of muscle movement in the treated area while still allowing for natural expression, Daxxify reduces the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles to provide a more youthful appearance.

Now, you may be asking yourself, what’s the difference between Daxxify and Botox? The key differentiator is Daxxify’s structure. The novel synthetic peptide used in this injectable stabilizes the active ingredient, meaning the injectable itself lasts longer. This provides patients with longer lasting results that for many double the length of treatment results compared to Botox.

Daxxify is slightly more expensive than Botox per treatment session, but the payoff in treatment results is well worth the investment. In fact, by incorporating Daxxify in place of Botox, patients can cut down on the overall cost of their treatment plans in the long run and lessen the frequency of treatments. Saving both time and money? It’s a win-win!

As a reminder, Daxxify covers the same issues Botox does, which includes:

	Forehead lines
	Fine lines between the eyes
	Crow’s feet
	Nose (bunny lines)
	Vertical lines around the mouth and lips
	Chin wrinkling/dimpling
	Neck/jawline laxity
	Jawline flaring (TMJ, teeth grinding, etc.)
	Migraines/tension headaches
	Hyperhidrosis (overactive sweating)


One thing I want to make clear is that we are not outright replacing Botox with Daxxify. Rather, we recommend patients already receiving Botox or those interested in the treatment consider Daxxify depending on their overall treatment plan. For many patients who currently receive Botox for multiple areas, we suggest swapping out Daxxify for one of those treatment areas to really see the difference it can make in terms of long-lasting results.

I couldn’t be more excited to bring Daxxify to Seiler Skin, and know that both existing and new patients will come to love the results of this game-changing injectable. You can get the full scoop on Daxxify by watching my video here, but you can also schedule an appointment to talk with us about how it may fit into your existing treatment plan. Schedule online or call us at 205.870.0204 — and discover how Daxxify can help you look and feel your best!

		
	        


    

		Creating Community at Seiler Skin

			
		
		[image: ]		Here at Seiler Skin, we take our role as your skin health partner seriously. It isn’t just about supplying you with the services and medical-grade products that’ll improve your skin, but also making sure we create an environment in which everyone feels safe, respected and most importantly happy with their results. Your skin health journey can be a personal one, whether you’ve struggled with acne or simply want to maintain healthy skin as you age. That’s why we wanted to take a step back from our usual blog post approach and have a one-on-one conversation with our favorite people: our patients!

As we already said, your skin journey is a personal one. That starts by ensuring our patients can trust that any information they share with us is confidential. We also live in a time where while skincare and cosmetic treatments are becoming more commonplace, the overall subject can be taboo for some, especially our male patients. There should never be any shame in wanting to improve your appearance. At the end of the day, you’re doing this for you, not others. Our team is here to support you on that journey and help you find the treatment plan specific to your needs.

Seiler Skin also prides itself on treating patients of all walks of life with the respect they deserve. We strive to foster a space where you feel seen and heard every time you come into our practice. We also work with our team members so they’re informed of each patient’s history with us, skin health background and anything else that’s necessary to provide the best care possible. Our practice is a place of acceptance and positivity, and anything that ever undermines those values is something we take seriously.

The final and most important aspect of creating a community at Seiler Skin is building trust between our team and our patients. As we’ve said before, we recommend products and treatments based on what will deliver the results you’re seeking, not what helps our bottom line. That’s why we take so much time to meet with each patient and walk through a one-on-one consultation to hear your concerns, skin goals and more. We also understand that treatment plans may need to change over time and are always here to help you navigate next steps.

We’re beyond grateful for the patients we’ve gotten to work with since opening our practice and will continue to make Seiler Skin the premier skin health provider around. At the end of the day, we’re your partner, and we take that role seriously. So don’t be shy — go ahead and book your next visit with us by calling us at 205.870.0204 or scheduling online!

		
	        


    

		Celebrate Spring with the Hollywood HydraFacial

			
		
		[image: ]		The weather is turning and the flowers are starting to bloom here in Alabama, which can only mean one thing — spring is just around the corner! As we shake off the winter cold and get ready for some outdoor adventuring, it’s important to remember that as the seasons change, so should your skincare regimen. Your skin requires different things throughout the year depending on weather, humidity and so much more. We have a few quick tips for how you can get your skin springtime ready and why the Hollywood HydraFacial is the perfect treatment to kick off the season.

Before we get to the details around the Hollywood HydraFacial, let’s revisit a few tips for spring skincare:

	Stock up on your SPF — You should be wearing a medical-grade SPF with zinc oxide year-round to protect your skin from harmful UVA/UVB rays, but it’s especially important to apply and reapply during the spring and summer when you’re more commonly out in the sun.


	Boost your complexion with vitamin C — Do you have a go-to product for supplying your skin with vitamin C? It can help even your complexion and give you that sunkissed glow (even after spending winter indoors!).


	Consider swapping out moisturizers — Our skin tends to be a bit dryer during the winter months, requiring a heavier moisturizer. As heat and humidity are on the rise, consider switching to a product that hydrates your skin without leaving you oily.


Okay, it’s time to get to the real start of the show for spring: Our Hollywood HydraFacial! The HydraFacial is one of the most beloved treatments we offer here at Seiler Skin, and a while back we gave it a boost with some new add-ons. Within the Hollywood HydraFacial, you get the same exfoliating, hydrating power of the original while also incorporating LED light therapy to address discoloration and stimulate collagen development. Plus, we customize an enhancement booster to really pack in the results.

The standout of the Hollywood HydraFacial is by far the inclusion of Perk Eyes & Lip, a combination professional in-office and take-home treatment in one. This treatment helps get rid of dead skin and stimulate cellular turnover around the eyes and lips, two of the thinnest areas of skin on the face more likely to age faster.

Feeling like your skin needs a refresh after the winter cold? If so, visit Seiler Skin for the exclusive Hollywood HydraFacial and give your skin the TLC it deserves. We’re also here to consult on which products may be best to swap out for spring to help your skin look and feel its best. Don’t be shy and get that spring glow sooner — call us today at 205.870.0204 or book your next appointment online!

 

		
	        


    

		Transform Your Smile with RHA Redensity

			
		
		[image: ]		It’s no secret that injectables are my specialty — after years of treating patients (over 40,000 treatments to be exact) and training providers worldwide, you could say I’ve mastered the art of injection! Part of perfecting injection treatments is having a firm understanding of the science behind the injectables and how they work with your natural facial anatomy. As with any profession, a provider is only as good as the tools they have to work with. That’s why I’m constantly looking for the best injectables on the market and am excited to introduce the new RHA Redensity filler.

We’ve had RHA fillers at Seiler Skin for a few years now, and patients are blown away by the incredible results. RHA is designed to treat dynamic lines — those caused by constant muscle contractions in the face and neck — using its proven formula packed with hyaluronic acid. This line also helps to improve superficial and deep volume loss. The hyaluronic acid combined with the molecular structure of RHA allows the filler to better conform and move with the face, giving patients a more natural appearance. RHA is specifically designed to treat the cheeks, mouth and lower face as fine lines and wrinkles in these areas are more difficult to treat with other filler brands.

RHA Redensity builds on the formula of the original filler and is intended for treating skin concerns around the mouth. The skin around your lips is especially thin, meaning you need a filler that can address fine lines while still allowing full muscle movement. Think of how many times in a given day you use the muscles around your mouth, whether you’re talking, eating or smiling. Over time this can result in smile, frown and vertical lines. That’s where RHA Redensity steps in. Redensity is actually the thinnest filler we have, allowing us to treat very superficial lines that were not possible to address before given other fillers are too thick/dense.

Another benefit of this new filler is the long-lasting results. A clinical trial of RHA Redensity showed it can last up to 52 weeks — that’s a full year! While it’s still important to come in for regular treatments, the longevity of this injectable means you can enjoy results for longer and not worry about your filler fading too quickly.

So, to recap, RHA Redensity is:

	Created to treat fine lines and wrinkles around the mouth.
	Packed with hyaluronic acid to produce smoother, healthier looking skin.
	Designed to last longer than other fillers on the marketing for long-lasting results.




Patients who have been with us for years are seeing amazing results with RHA Redensity and the full line of RHA fillers. As always, we approach each patient’s concerns with a tailored approach and design a treatment plan specific to them. If you’re ready to say goodbye to fine lines around the mouth, discover what RHA Redensity could do for you! You can book your consultation online or by calling us at 205.870.0204.

		
	        


    

		CoolSculpting Conversations with Alexa: What To Know

			
		
		[image: ]		Healthy eating and regular exercise is key to looking and feeling your best, but sometimes we need an added bit of help to target those trouble areas. You know exactly what I’m talking about — that little bit of fat that just seems to stick around no matter what you do! We’ve been helping patients tackle these pesky problem areas for years thanks to CoolSculpting, the premier body sculpting treatment in the aesthetic industry.

I’ve talked about the main fat freezing facts behind CoolSculpting before, but wanted to share firsthand a conversation I had with a patient recently considering this treatment. Plus, now is the perfect time to get CoolSculpting so you see results by summer. Here’s what we chatted about:

Is CoolSculpting really that effective? 

We’re not about flashy gimmicks here at Seiler Skin — when we say something works, we mean it! CoolSculpting uses cooling technology as opposed to heat, allowing us to eliminate fat cells rather than just shrink them with the potential of expanding later on down the road. Plus, it’s non-surgical and non-invasive.

We know you want to go about your daily life without worrying about downtime or pain, which is why CoolSculpting is such a great option. Patients who have come to us for CoolSculpting have been over the moon happy with their results, especially after struggling with problem areas for so long.

How can I be certain I’m the right candidate for CoolSculpting?

The key thing to remember about CoolSculpting is that it’s not a substitute for exercise and healthy eating. Rather, CoolSculpting is for people who are within 20 to 30 pounds of their ideal weight and just need a bit of help getting there. This treatment is specifically designed to treat stubborn fat in areas such as the abdomen, hips & flanks, the back (bra area), under chin and neck. We all need some help achieving our goals, and that’s exactly what CoolSculpting is here to do.

I’ve seen some articles about how CoolSculpting can be dangerous, is that true?

As with any medical treatment, there are risks associated with CoolSculpting, but we cannot stress enough how these are the exception — not the norm. We walk through potential risks with patients prior to treatment so they know exactly what to expect. Furthermore, we’re expertly trained in CoolSculpting and have a deep understanding of the science behind it. This level of expertise minimizes the risk of complications and will leave you assured that you’re in the best care possible.

What can I expect from a CoolSculpting treatment plan at Seiler Skin? 

We start with a one-on-one consultation to talk through your concerns and determine what treatment plan is going to achieve desired results. One thing to note about CoolSculpting is that it isn’t a one and done treatment. Rather, it works by receiving multiple “cycles” that over time eliminate fat cells. Patients notice results six to eight weeks after the first treatment, with full results by three to four months.

As someone who has practiced CoolSculpting for years, it’s been incredible to see the transformative impact of this treatment on patients. You deserve to feel like your most confident self, so why not do what it takes to be your best? If you’re interested in learning about CoolSculpting, schedule an appointment online or call us at 205.870.0204!

 

		
	        


    

		Aesthetic Trends to Watch in 2023

			
		
		[image: ]		A new year is upon us and with it a brand new set of trends. Whether it’s the latest fashion favorite or the most talked about television show on social media, we all see (and often follow) whatever is trending. The same even happens in the aesthetic industry as new treatments, products and techniques enter the market. Here are just a few of the trends you can expect in the aesthetic space for 2023 and how Seiler Skin is staying ahead of the curve.

Simpler, Shorter Treatments Are In

We’ve always practiced the philosophy that your skincare regimen should be an easy part of your daily routine, not a burden. It’s also important that you can get back to your schedule without significant downtime following a treatment. Most of the treatments offered at Seiler Skin carry minimal to no downtime while still supplying the long-lasting results you want. Plus, we’re here to help you develop a regimen of treatments and medical-grade products catered to your specific needs.

Millennials & Gen Z Keep Investing in Skin Health

Preventative skincare is the new go-to, and both Millennials and Gen Z are jumping onto this trend. Your skin health is an investment over time, so why not start sooner so you can have beautiful, healthier skin for longer? We have plenty of experience helping younger patients find a plan fit for their concerns, goals and budget. Incorporating treatments such as Botox, HydraFacials and chemical peels now can help you maintain your skin health and prevent the need for more invasive procedures down the road.

Device & Treatment Quality Reign Supreme

Say it with us: not all devices are made the same! Seiler Skin prides itself on carrying the best technology to ensure you’re getting the best care possible. In fact, Dr. Seiler extensively researches every device before introducing it to our practice to make sure companies’ promises are backed by proven results. We’ve added a number of new treatments over the years, including Vivace and TXA microneedling, to improve the patient experience and expand the number of patients we’re able to help.

Skincare Providers Can’t Wait for Trends to Happen

Within the aesthetic and cosmetic industry, providers should strive to set trends — not wait for them to happen. We are always on top of the latest treatments, technologies, products and more that enhance the skin health of every patient who walks through our doors. It’s the standard that we hold ourselves to and will continue to make our mission as your go-to skin health partner.

These trends are just a few of the things transforming our industry in 2023, but rest assured that the team here at Seiler Skin will always keep you up-to-date on the latest things changing the aesthetic field and improving your skin health! Don’t let the year slip away from you and make sure to go ahead and get your first visit for the year scheduled. Call us at 205.870.0204 or book online to get your next appointment on the calendar.

		
	        


    

		How to Get Rid of Pesky Pigmentation

			
		
		[image: ]		One of the most common things patients tend to notice after the spring and summer months is newfound pigmentation on their face, neck and chest. While we love a sunkissed glow, exposure to sun during these times of the year can result in unwanted hyperpigmentation that leaves you with an uneven complexion.

As always, Seiler Skin is your go-to skin health partner with a solution. Here are just some of the ways we help patients address pigmentation and achieve a flawless, radiant complexion.

Medical-Grade Products

One of the best ways to improve pigmentation is by incorporating medical-grade skincare products packed with ingredients designed to even your complexion. We offer a variety of options, but one of our go-to’s lately is A-Luminate Brightening Serum from Alastin. Not only does this serum tackle discoloration and leave your skin more luminous, but it also can be used long-term without irritation thanks to its specialized formula.

Vampire Facial with TXA

Patients have come to love our Vampire Facial and the incredible results delivered by PRP, and the treatment has only gotten better with the inclusion of topical TXA. The Vampire Facial helps even your skin tone while the TXA is able to permeate the skin to really address pigmentation at its core, even treating deep set hyperpigmentation that may be the result of years of sun exposure.

IPL

This tried and true light-based device treatment is another great option for those wanting to remedy sun damage. IPL uses multiple wavelengths of light to effectively reduce red and brown skin discoloration. Some additional bonuses from this treatment include improved collagen stimulation, a reduction in acne and an overall improvement in the appearance of pores.

Chemical Peels

Did you know chemical peels can be tailored to address pigmentation? We offer a few different chemical peel options that can tackle hyperpigmentation, skin texture, acne and so much more. Our team works directly with you to assess your skin health needs and find the chemical peel and solution right for your treatment plan.

Give yourself the gift of an even, glowing complexion this year by exploring some of these pigmentation-treating options and so much more here at Seiler Skin. You can learn more about our variety of service offerings and medical-grade products by shopping online, calling us at 205.870.0204 or scheduling an appointment online.

		
	        


    

		Say Hello to TXA Microneedling

			
		
		[image: ]		People everywhere always think of me as the laser doc — and they’re not wrong! I’ve specialized in laser treatments throughout my entire career, even helping train other practitioners across the country and around the world. While laser technology can be great for addressing certain skincare concerns, I am always in search of newer, greater treatments to help improve the patient experience. That’s why it may surprise you that I’m moving away from certain lasers and instead introducing our latest treatment, TXA microneedling.

Now, let me explain exactly why we’re making this switch here at Seiler Skin. Two of the laser devices we’ve used for years — CO2 and Fraxel — are no longer offered at our practice. We made this call based on three key factors:

	Downtime — laser treatments are more intensive, require a longer downtime and have to be done during the fall and winter months. This can be intimidating for patients and make it difficult for them to schedule procedures into their skincare routine.


	Patient Variability — laser devices can be too risky for patients with deeper skin tones and sometimes damage the skin. At the same time, if the devices are utilized to a strong enough level, patients won’t see desired results.


	Effectiveness — our goal is to provide patients with treatments that will yield the results they won’t in the most effective way possible. Laser devices not only take multiple cycles, but can also be more costly.


We wouldn’t have gotten rid of these treatments without finding a better, more effective alternative, and that’s exactly why we’re introducing TXA microneedling. Now, before we get into the details, let me make one thing clear: TXA microneedling and topical TXA are integral in how we treat patients who came to us for Fraxel or CO2 before, but they aren’t the only steps. To get the full scoop on how we’ve come to replace those laser treatments, check out their specific pages.

TXA microneedling combines the technology of microneedling used within our Vampire treatments with the science of TXA. By creating small channels in the skin and then applying the topical TXA, we can target pigmentation at its core and help patients achieve a more even, clearer complexion. TXA microneedling is especially beneficial for treating pigmentation caused by:

	Sun exposure
	Inflammation
	Acne
	Hormones
	Melasma


Another selling point behind this treatment is its ability to treat patients with darker skin tones experiencing hyperpigmentation that laser devices may be too risky to use. TXA microneedling can also improve the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, as well as improve overall skin texture. This is especially true when combined with Vampire Facials or IPL.

TXA microneedling is truly a game changer given it can treat a wider variety of patients more effectively and at a lower cost. Patients don’t have to worry about an extensive downtime following treatment and can make TXA microneedling a routine part of the regimen, getting back to their daily routine without worry. Plus, the results speak for themselves — patients who have undergone TXA microneedling have seen a noticeable difference in their pigmentation and are loving the way their skin looks.

I know firsthand how change can be difficult. Believe me, even I’m surprised sometimes at the way I’ve moved away from laser treatments at Seiler Skin! At the end of the day, however, our commitment to providing patients with the best treatments out there will never change. We’re excited to share more about TXA microneedling and help people transform their skin health in the process.

If you want to learn more about TXA microneedling, check out a deep diver on the treatment  — then schedule your own consultation and treatment by booking an appointment online or calling us at 205.870.0204.

		
	        


    

		Meet Our Newest Team Members, Kristen & Anna!

			
		
		[image: ]		Having team members that can guarantee each patient has a superior experience every time they come to Seiler Skin has always been a top priority for us, which is why we only hire the best of the best. This is especially true for our Patient Coordinators as they’re the first faces you see any time you visit our practice. That’s why we’re excited to introduce our two newest Patient Coordinators, Kristen and Anna! We asked them a few questions so you can get to know them before your next appointment.

What’s your role at Seiler Skin?

Kristen – As a Patient Coordinator, I help every person who comes into the practice from the moment they walk in until the moment they leave. Scheduling, answering questions, restocking skincare regimens — I do it all!

Anna – Tag-teaming the Patient Coordinator role with Kristen really does let us get a full circle view at how Seiler Skin operates. Plus, we get to help make each person’s experience the best it can be!

Tell us about your experience prior to Seiler Skin.

Kristen – Before joining the team, I worked as both a vet technician and sales support specialist, allowing me to grow my customer experience skills and learn the ins-and-outs of a practice (albeit a somewhat different type from ours!). I enjoyed those roles, but always knew I wanted to work in the aesthetic industry.

Anna – I received an Associates Degree from Shelton State in Spa Management, with a specialization in aesthetics. This allowed me to train on a variety of aesthetic treatments, including facials and chemical peels.

Which treatment is your favorite? Which product is your favorite?

Kristen – The AHA/BHA Exfoliating Cleanser from SkinMedica is one of my go-to products. As far as treatments, I love the Hydrafacial — it’s ideal for giving your skin an easy pick-me-up!

Anna – Silymarin CF from SkinCeuticals has been my new favorite lately, especially for improving texture and blemishes. I recently received the lip flip with Botox, and couldn’t be happier with the results (see my photos HERE)!

Tell us about your life outside of work.

Kristen – I love exploring Birmingham’s rich history on the weekend and spending time with my friends, especially when a new brewery is on the agenda. You can also find me spending time with Ryder, my precious pup, or riding horses.

Anna – I love spending time with friends outside of work and during the weekends. I’m also a sucker for my little Dachshund, Shiloh, and try to spend as much time as I can with him.

What excites you most about working at Seiler Skin?

Kristen – I’m really excited to work with patients every step of their skincare journey.

Anna – Helping people look and feel their best is definitely the thing I’m most looking forward to as part of the Seiler Skin team!

 

		
	        


    

		Debunking Celebrity Skincare Trends

			
		
		[image: ]		Everywhere you turn nowadays, it seems like another celebrity is launching their own brand. From home decor to tequila and everything in between, A-listers and social media influencers are expanding their businesses and selling directly to consumers. The same trend can be seen in the beauty industry as new makeup and skincare lines launch every day from the most recognizable names in show business. It’s hard to scroll through Instagram or search YouTube without coming across at least one of these brands — and you may have even tried some for yourself.

Although we don’t recommend them, celebrity brands may be okay for basic products, such as cleansers or moisturizers. However, it’s important to remember that the glowy, flawless skin these influencers are marketing oftentimes can’t be achieved through these products alone. In fact, it’s important to incorporate both medical-grade skincare and treatments into your routine to see the best results possible. Today, I thought to debunk some of the false promises made by these celebrity brands and share how you can achieve beautiful, healthy skin with the right approach to skincare.

Let’s get one thing straight right out the gate — these brands alone are not the reason why the celebrities selling them look the way they do. It may be nice to dream that a handful of products could help you achieve a flawless, finished look, but that simply isn’t reality. Plenty of these influencers undergo regular treatments from aesthetic providers, whether it’s routine chemical peels, laser treatments or series of injectables every now and then. We always recommend that patients look at the products and treatments that will help them achieve their skin health goals, and work with an aesthetic provider to develop a skincare plan tailored to them.

We also need to discuss the difference between celebrity skincare brands and medical-grade products. These brands simply cannot do the heavy lifting that medical-grade products can. It’s all about finding the right balance of products that will deliver the results you’re seeking. Medical-grade products are especially ideal for the essential products that can transform your regimen entirely, including your daily SPF, peptide serums, retinol and eye creams. These sorts of products contain higher quality ingredients, have higher quantities of those ingredients and are also recommended by thousands of dermatologists and physicians. What stands out the most is how each product we recommend is researched and backed by physician-driven studies in published medical journals.

Another element that you don’t get from relying on celebrity brands? The knowledge and information that an aesthetic provider can give you. At Seiler Skin, we’re constantly talking with our patients about the medical-grade products we offer and how they can benefit existing regimens. Our team understands the science behind everything we offer and how these products interact with others as well as enhance the results of treatments. Consulting with us on products is free of charge every time you visit our office and we’re always here to answer your questions.

Celebrity brands aren’t going anywhere anytime soon. You may be able to get away with incorporating these products here and there for more basic needs, but at the end of the day they aren’t a replacement for medical-grade products and proven treatments. You need to find an aesthetic provider who can talk with you about the right treatment plan to achieve your goals, and that’s the team here at Seiler Skin. If you want to revamp your regimen or are looking to finally make skin health a top priority, schedule your own personal consultation or call us at 205-870-0204.
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